The Subjective Health Horizon Questionnaire (SHH-Q): Assessing Future Time Perspectives for Facets of an Active Lifestyle
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Abstract

Background: A wider subjective time horizon is assumed to be positively associated with longevity and vitality. In particular, a lifestyle with exposure to novel and varied information is considered beneficial for healthy cognitive aging. At present, measures that specifically assess individuals’ perceived temporal extension to engage in active lifestyles in the future are not available. Objectives: We introduce and validate a new self-report measure, the Subjective Health Horizon Questionnaire (SHH-Q). The SHH-Q assesses individuals’ future time perspectives in relation to four interrelated but distinct lifestyle dimensions: (1) novelty-oriented exploration (Novelty), (2) bodily fitness (Body), (3) work goals (Work), and (4) goals in life (Life Goals). The present study aims at: (a) validating the hypothesized factor structure of the SHH-Q, according to which the SHH-Q consists of four interrelated but distinct subscales, and (b) testing the hypothesis that the Novelty and Body subscales of the SHH-Q show positive and selective associations with markers of cognition and somatic health, respectively.

Methods: Using structural equation modeling, we analyzed data from 1,371 healthy individuals (51% women) with a mean age of 70.1 years (SD = 3.6) who participated in the Berlin Aging Study II (BASE-II) and completed the SHH-Q.

Results: As predicted, the SHH-Q formed four correlated but distinct subscales: (1) Novelty, (2) Body, (3) Work, and (4) Life Goals. Greater self-reported future novelty orientation was associated with higher current memory performance, and greater future expectations regarding bodily fitness with better current metabolic status.

Conclusion: The SHH-Q reliably assesses individual differences in four distinct dimensions of future time perspective. Two of these dimensions, Novelty and Body, show differential associations with cognitive status and somatic health. The SHH-Q may serve as a tool to assess how different facets of future time perspective relate to somatic health, cognition, motivation, and affect, and may help to identify the socioeconomic and individual antecedents, correlates, and consequences of an active lifestyle.
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Theories of cognitive aging point to modifiable lifestyle factors that modulate cognitive trajectories from early to late adulthood [1]. Relevant experimental evidence shows that improvements in physical fitness and cognitive stimulation can ameliorate brain structure and brain function, and enhance cognitive performance in adulthood [2–5]. These experimental findings are in line with evidence from animal models indicating that physical activity with exposure to novel and varied information has beneficial effects on brain and behavior [6–9]. All these observations converge on the importance of engaging in an active and stimulating lifestyle. Hence, it is surprising that a measure asking individuals to indicate for how long they will pursue such a lifestyle in the future has not yet been developed. We postulate that individuals’ self-reported temporal extension to engage in an active and stimulating lifestyle may show positive reciprocal associations with cognitive functioning, which, in part, may be mediated by their motivation to select cognitively challenging life goals. The latter claim can be derived from prominent lifespan psychological theories that address the relationship between motivational focus and future time horizons [10, 11]. In this context, prior work has used the Future Time Perspective scale (FTP) [12] to capture individuals’ global perceptions of their overall time left to live. Generally, the FTP scale is considered as a unidimensional construct assessing how ‘open’ or ‘limited’ individuals’ perceptions of their future are. Using the FTP, it was found that a more extended future time perspective is positively related to emotion [13], health [14], and social cognition [15, 16].

In our view, a questionnaire that assesses future time perspectives for an active and stimulating lifestyle should take into account that they may not form a unidimensional construct. For instance, individuals may distinguish between physical and cognitive aspects when judging their future time perspectives. Whereas future perspectives regarding the ability to remain physically active may be influenced to a greater extent by bodily health, the perceived ability to explore novel settings may be influenced to a greater extent by neural circuits that process novelty and support the exploration of novel environments (see [8, 17]). These circuits include brain regions involved in episodic memory (EM), most notably the medial temporal lobes and the hippocampus, including their dopaminergic projections [8, 18, 19].

In contrast, work-related perspectives and general perspectives about goals in life are more likely to be shaped by social and socioeconomic factors, and may therefore differ in their sets of correlates from perspectives related to novelty and physical health.

Based on these considerations, we developed a new self-report measure, the Subjective Health Horizon Questionnaire (SHH-Q). The SHH-Q is meant to capture individuals’ future time perspectives in relation to four hypothetical dimensions: (1) novelty-oriented exploration (Novelty), (2) bodily fitness (Body), (3) work goals (Work), and (4) goals in life (Life Goals). In contrast to the FTP, the SHH-Q assesses individuals’ self-reported tendency to engage in an active lifestyle in a multidimensional manner.

The present study had two main goals: first, to establish reliability and construct validity of the SHH-Q, including its hypothesized four-factor structure, we used confirmatory factor analysis (CFA), a variant of structural equation modeling (SEM; e.g. [20, 21]). Second, to check for discriminant validity, we specifically examined whether two of the subscales of the SHH-Q, Novelty and Body, would show differential associations with cognition and health. In the context of the second goal, we also compared the results obtained with the SHH-Q with those obtained with the FTP scale. Analyses were based on a subsample of BASE-II (see [22]).

**Methods**

**Participants and Study Design**

Participants ranged in age from 61 to 88 years (n = 1,371; mean = 70.1; SD = 3.78; 50.9% women), and were drawn from BASE-II [22]. None of the participants took medication that might affect memory function, and none had neurological disorders, psychiatric disorders, or a history of head injuries. All participants reported normal or corrected to normal vision, were right-handed, and scored over 27 on the Mini-Mental Status Examination [23].

Individuals participated in two cognitive testing sessions scheduled 1 week apart, and were tested in small groups (e.g. about 6 participants per group). Each session lasted about 3.5 h. From one session to the next, participants were asked to fill out psychosocial questionnaires related to subjective health and well-being. The medical exam consisted of a 2-day protocol including a comprehensive anamnesis performed by a physician and involving a wide array of laboratory and functional tests. The Ethics Committee of the Max Planck Institute for Human Development approved the cognitive battery and the psychosocial questionnaires, and the Ethics Committee of the Charité – Universitätsmedizin Berlin approved the medical examinations. Participants provided written informed consent and received monetary compensation for their participation.

**Measures**

Subjective Health Horizon Questionnaire

The original version of the SHH-Q consisted of 32 items and was administered in the first cognitive session (see online suppl. material, section 1; see www.larger.com/doi/10.1159/000441493 for all online suppl. material). After initial statistical analysis, two
items were removed because they showed high loadings across factors (see online suppl. material, section 2). The SHH-Q is designed to measure individual differences in the self-reported future time perspective on engaging with novelty and enriched environments as well as subjective appraisals of bodily health and physical mobility in terms of years left for those activities. In its final form, the SHH-Q consists of 30 items capturing four dimensions of subjective future time perspectives: (1) SHH-Q Novelty, which assesses novelty-oriented exploration (9 items); (2) SHH-Q Body, related to expectations regarding bodily fitness (9 items); (3) SHH-Q Work, related to occupational goals (5 items), and (4) SHH-Q Life Goals, asking about goals in life (3 items).

In addition, the SHH-Q contains four single items assessing life, independence, health, and disease expectancies, respectively, and one item assessing chronological age. A typical item from the SHH-Q Novelty subscale is, ‘Up to what age do you think you will be physically and mentally able to meet new people?’ The SHH-Q items are presented one by one on a computer screen, and are accompanied by a vector representation of the lifespan underneath, ranging from 10 years of age on the left to 110 years of age (see suppl. material, section 1). Prior to filling out the SHH-Q, a detailed and standardized verbal instruction was given to each participant. Participants were asked to respond to each item by shifting the mouse, whose position was set at their current chronological age, towards the maximum future age at which they estimated they would mentally and physically be able to perform the activity in question. Responses to items were adjusted by calculating the difference between individuals’ actual age and their estimated future ages, and scaling by the ratio of actual age to maximum lifetime (defined as 110 years). The goal of this adjustment is to assign higher SHH-Q scores to older individuals reporting a difference between estimated and chronological age that is identical to the difference reported by younger individuals. Specifically, the subjective time horizon is computed as the difference between estimated age and chronological age, multiplied by the ratio of current age over the assumed maximum age of 110 years. For instance, for a participant aged 75 years (chronological age) who responded to an item by moving the cursor to age 90 (estimated age), the time perspective would correspond to 15 years and would be scored as: \((75/110) \times (90–75) = 10.2\) age-adjusted years. In contrast, for a participant aged 65 years who responded to the same item by moving the cursor to age 80, thus providing the same time difference between estimated and chronological age of 15 years, the score on this item would be 8.86 age-adjusted years. The adjustment reflects the assumption that a time perspective of 15 years expressed at age 75 extends expected vitality into an older age than a time perspective of 15 years expressed at age 65. All analyses reported in this article are based on age-adjusted scores. We see it as a major strength of the SHH-Q that it provides subjective estimates in years rather than in an arbitrary metric (e.g. a Likert scale). We acknowledge that the SHH-Q items may serve as a resource for different types of analyses in addition to the age-adjusted scores used here.

**Global Cognitive Functioning**

The cognitive battery of BASE-II covers key cognitive abilities measured by 21 tasks (see for example [24]). Here, we focus on three main cognitive abilities: episodic memory (EM; Scene Encoding, Verbal Learning and Memory Test, Face–Profession task, Object Location task), working memory (WM; Spatial Updating, Letter Updating, Number-N-Back), and fluid intelligence (Gf; Practical Problems, Figural Analogies, Letter Series). Furthermore, for each of the three ability domains, the chosen tasks varied in procedures and content, consisting of items that relate to verbal, numerical, or figural-spatial information (cf. online suppl. material, section 3).

**The FTP Scale**

We used the 10-item scale of the FTP [12], which was collected within the psychosocial assessment administered between the two cognitive sessions. Participants indicated the degree to which they agreed with an item on a Likert scale ranging from 1 (very untrue for me) to 7 (very true for me). The scale composite consists of the unit-weighted mean over all items, and lower scores indicate a limited future time horizon.

**Objective Health Variables**

We used two latent constructs indicating objective health, namely, physical fitness and metabolic functioning. Physical fitness represents one’s state of general muscle strength, musculoskeletal capacity, and general vitality, and has been repeatedly indexed with grip strength and forced expiratory volume [25]. In this study, we used continuous information on grip strength and forced expiratory volume as indicators of physical fitness. Grip strength was measured with a dynamometer (Smedley, ranging from 0 to 100 kg). Participants started with the dominant followed by the nondominant hand, and were asked ‘to grasp with as much force as possible’. Three measurements for each hand were taken, with the highest value of each hand being selected for later analysis. Forced expiratory volume in one second (FEV1) was used as an overall indicator of lung function. We only analyzed spirometric measurements with sufficient measurement quality, fully in line with standard procedures. We would like to point out that other studies report around 30–50% data exclusion due to insufficient quality, following the guidelines of the American Thoracic Society (ATS; e.g. [26, 27]).

Metabolic health was defined as another construct in the domain of objective health. To define this construct, we combined a cluster of risk factors for cardiovascular disease and type 2 diabetes mellitus, which tend to cooccur due to overlapping etiology [28]. Metabolic risk factors have been shown to have implications on health-related, cognitive, neurobiological, social, and subjective well-being [29–33]. Specifically, metabolic status (MetS) was indexed by four continuous indicators, namely trunk fat, high-density lipoprotein (HDL), triglycerides and glucose serum concentrations, the latter three of which were ascertained by enzymatic assays (cobas HDL-C plus 3rd generation, cobas TG, and cobas GLUC2; Roche Diagnostics GmbH, Mannheim, Germany). Given that the associations between individual differences in MetS and cognition are not restricted to individuals who have been diagnosed with metabolic dysfunction, we see it as a strength of the present approach that our measure of MetS is dimensional rather than categorical and thus applicable to the entire sample (see [22]).

The SHH-Q and the FTP scale (among other psychosocial measures) were assessed in close temporal proximity to the cognitive assessments. In contrast, the objective health variables were collected about 1 year prior to cognitive testing (mean time difference in years = 1.2 years; SD = 0.80). To control for individual differences in time elapsing between measurements, we included the time interval as a control variable in the analyses.
Statistical Analyses

Data Preprocessing

Given our interest in individual variations of future time left, individual items on which participants responded below their actual age (resulting in a negative future time perspective) or individual items on which they responded at their actual age (zero future time perspective) were set to missing. Including these two types of responses, the proportion of missing responses for each item ranged from 2 to 9%. Moreover, when more than 10% of responses of a given individual were missing, suggesting that the participant did not comply with instructions, the case was deleted from the data set, resulting in deletion of 79 cases. For all analyses, missing data did not exceed 15.7% for most of the variables, except spirometric measurements where data needed to be excluded due to an insufficient level of quality (see Methods and online suppl. table 3).

Thus, when conducting SEM analyses, we used full information maximum likelihood (FIML). FIML yields unbiased parameter estimates and standard errors under the assumption that data are missing at random. The method minimizes the −2 log likelihood function for each individual based on the variables that are present, and, in this sense, makes optimal use of all available data.

(F robust) maximum likelihood estimation was used for parameter estimation, which assumes that data do not deviate substantially from a multivariate normal distribution. The measures of trunk fat, triglycerides, and HDL were log-transformed because they were skewed to the left.

Fig. 1. a A simplified illustration of CFA results (model A). Four-factor solution of the SHH-Q providing best fit. Latent factor structure of the SHH-Q. Novelty and exploration perspective, Novelty (9 items); fitness perspective, Body (9 items); work-related perspective, Work (4 items); overall life goals and aims, Goals (3 items). Numbers next to single-headed arrows represent significant regression coefficients, and numbers next to double-headed arrows represent significant standardized correlations. b Model of SHH-Q subscales regressed on cognitive abilities. Predictive validity of the SHH-Q for cognition. SHH-Q components are represented as unit-weighted composites (squares). Cognitive abilities are represented as latent factors (circles), and represent EM, WM, and Gf. Numbering of arrows as in a. Regression coefficients represent incremental predictions after statistical control for linear effects of age, education, and FTP scores. The indicators of the three cognitive ability factors are not shown.

Factorial Structure of the SHH-Q

Using Mplus v6.1 [34], we performed CFA to test the hypothesized four-factor structure of the SHH-Q. The initial model (model A) specified four intercorrelated latent variables, each with unique loadings from the corresponding SHH-Q items (fig. 1a). All items loaded reliably on the postulated latent factors (standardized loadings >0.500, p < 0.001; online suppl. table 1; fig. 1a). In light of the substantial covariance between some of the four fac-

1 The distribution of several items of the SHH-Q deviated reliably from normality. To test the robustness of the convergent and divergent validity of the models, we complemented our main analysis, based on untransformed data, by an analysis of transformed data using a multivariate Box-Cox transformation. The transformation did not change any of our main results. See section 3 in the supplementary material for further information.
tors, we compared the four-factor model with two three-factor models by imposing equality constraints on the Novelty and Body factors (model B), or on the Novelty and Work factors (model C), respectively (table 1a). We also tested the four-factor model against a one-factor model in which all of the latent variances and covariances were constrained to be equal (model D). For details regarding model comparisons and fit indices, see table 1a and section 5 of the supplementary material.

Associations of the SHH-Q with Cognition and Health, and Comparisons with the FTP Scale

We hypothesized that individuals’ self-reports of their future novelty orientation would be associated with their current cognitive status, whereas self-reports of their future bodily fitness would be associated with their objective health. SEM was used to test these predictions. The cognitive domain was represented by the latent factors of EM, WM, and Gf (for further information, see section 3 of online suppl. material). Grip strength and FEV1 were used to index physical fitness. Finally, based on earlier work [35], we defined a factor for MetS based on the variables of fasting blood glucose, triglycerides, HDL, and trunk fat. To establish the discriminant validity of the SHH-Q, we entered the FTP scale as a separate predictor in a stepwise regression by using SEM to assess how much variance is captured by the SHH-Q over and above the FTP scores. Variables were entered in the following order: first the covariates (age, education, and gender only for objective health), second the FTP, and third the four SHH-Q scores as predictors. We set up three different series of stepwise latent regression models testing three separate outcome measures on the latent level: (a) cognition models, in which cognition was represented by three intercorrelated latent factors, EM, WM, and Gf; (b) MetS models, and (c) physical fitness models. To allow unbiased comparisons between SHH-Q scores and FTP scores in this set of analyses, the four SHH-Q components were represented by unit-weighted composite scores, rather than as latent factors.

Results

Sample Characteristics

Descriptive statistics of the main variables and their correlations are provided in section 6 of the supplementary material and supplementary tables 3 and 4. There were no gender differences except for three of the objective health variables (FEV1, grip strength, trunk fat; higher in males, p < 0.001). Age and years of education were correlated with most variables. The mean score of the FTP scale was 2.5 (SD = 0.7). Objective health values and psychological measures were comparable with previous reports for healthy adults in this age range.

Factorial Structure of the SHH-Q

Core results of the confirmatory factor analyses for the four-factor model A are shown in figure 1a. Model A provided the best fit to the data (χ²/293 = 1,050.8, comparative fit index (CFI) = 0.94, root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA) = 0.045, 90% CI 0.042–0.046, standardized root mean square residual (SRMR) = 0.041; see also table 1), relative to the two three-factor models (model B: χ²/295 = 2,050.5, CFI = 0.87, RMSEA = 0.068, 90% CI 0.065–0.070, SRMR = 0.058; model C: χ²/295 = 1,509.1, CFI = 0.90, RMSEA = 0.051, 90% CI = 0.048–0.054, SRMR = 0.056) and to the one-factor model (model D: χ²/325 = 3,573.3, CFI = 0.75, RMSEA = 0.092, 90% CI 0.089–0.094, SRMR = 0.077).

Associations with Cognition and Health

Cognition

Three latent regression models were set up to examine simultaneous associations of the four SHH-Q dimensions with latent factors of WM, EM, and Gf, which were defined as correlated dependent variables. For each cognitive ability, the FTP score and then the four SHH-Q composite scores were entered as manifest predictor variables after covariates (age and years of education) were taken into account. For EM, the SHH-Q accounted for a reliable amount of variance after controlling for age, years of education, and the FTP score (R² change = 0.047; see table 1b, cognitive model). Inspection of path coefficients indicated that this association was due to the Novelty dimension of the SHH-Q (β = 0.258, standard error = 0.050; p < 0.001; fig. 1b).

Health

Two separate latent stepwise regression models were set up to examine the simultaneous associations of the four SHH-Q dimensions with latent factors of physical fitness and MetS, respectively, controlling for age, years of education, time difference between health and SHH-Q assessments, and the FTP. For physical fitness, the SHH-Q did not account for a reliable amount of additional variance (R² change = 0.001, p > 0.05; table 1b). In contrast, the SHH-Q was associated with reliable amounts of variance in MetS after controlling for age, years of education, and the FTP scale (R² change = 0.045, p < 0.001; table 1). Inspection of path coefficients revealed a positive association of the SHH-Q Body dimension, and a negative association of the SHH-Q Novelty dimension with MetS (table 1b).

Discriminant Validity: Comparisons with the FTP Scale

The FTP was reliably associated with each of the four dimensions of the SHH-Q composite scores: Novelty, r = 0.36; Body, r = 0.39; Work, r = 0.28; Life Goals, r = 0.27 (see online suppl. table 4).

When entering the FTP scale as a separate variable into our stepwise regression models and then together with the four SHH-Q composite scores, the results...
Table 1. Confirmatory factor analyses and factorial validity of SHH-Q

a CFA testing factorial validity of four-factor solution of the SHH-Q

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>χ²</th>
<th>d.f.</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>CFI</th>
<th>RMSEA/90% CI</th>
<th>SRMR</th>
<th>χ² of model A vs. models B–D/d.f./p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>1,050.828</td>
<td>293</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.943</td>
<td>0.045/0.042–0.048</td>
<td>0.041</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>2,050.504</td>
<td>295</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.867</td>
<td>0.068/0.065–0.071</td>
<td>0.058</td>
<td>2,162.33/2/&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>1,509.113</td>
<td>295</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.908</td>
<td>0.056/0.054–0.059</td>
<td>0.051</td>
<td>181.05/2/&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>3,573.317</td>
<td>325</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.752</td>
<td>0.092/0.089–0.095</td>
<td>0.077</td>
<td>1,586.08/6/&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CFA = Confirmatory factor analyses; CFI = comparative fit index; RMSEA = root mean square error of approximation; CI = confidence interval; model A = four-factor model; models B and C = three-factor models; model D = single-factor model.

b Predictive validity of FTP and SHH-Q factors for cognition and objective health

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dependent variables</th>
<th>Predictors</th>
<th>Coefficients</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>R²/R² change</th>
<th>Incremental validitya,b, χ²/d.f./p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stepwise latent regression models for cognition</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Age</td>
<td>–0.138*</td>
<td>0.048</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.094</td>
<td>2.9/3/0.398</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>0.257*</td>
<td>0.042</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.126</td>
<td>2.9/3/0.398</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FTP</td>
<td>–0.052</td>
<td>0.046</td>
<td>0.260</td>
<td>0.094/0.000</td>
<td>45.6/12/0.000*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 SHH-Q Novelty</td>
<td>0.258*</td>
<td>0.050</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.141/0.047</td>
<td>45.6/12/0.000*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHH-Q Body</td>
<td>–0.037</td>
<td>0.062</td>
<td>0.551</td>
<td>0.094/0.000</td>
<td>45.6/12/0.000*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHH-Q Work</td>
<td>0.047</td>
<td>0.062</td>
<td>0.449</td>
<td>0.094/0.000</td>
<td>45.6/12/0.000*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHH-Q Life Goals</td>
<td>–0.108*</td>
<td>0.051</td>
<td>0.027</td>
<td>0.094/0.000</td>
<td>45.6/12/0.000*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Age</td>
<td>–0.128*</td>
<td>0.041</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.126</td>
<td>2.9/3/0.398</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>0.309*</td>
<td>0.036</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.126</td>
<td>2.9/3/0.398</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FTP</td>
<td>–0.074</td>
<td>0.043</td>
<td>0.207</td>
<td>0.126/0.000</td>
<td>45.6/12/0.000*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 SHH-Q Novelty</td>
<td>0.075</td>
<td>0.069</td>
<td>0.274</td>
<td>0.126/0.000</td>
<td>45.6/12/0.000*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHH-Q Body</td>
<td>0.043</td>
<td>0.058</td>
<td>0.458</td>
<td>0.126/0.000</td>
<td>45.6/12/0.000*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHH-Q Work</td>
<td>0.054</td>
<td>0.061</td>
<td>0.376</td>
<td>0.126/0.000</td>
<td>45.6/12/0.000*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHH-Q Life Goals</td>
<td>–0.102*</td>
<td>0.046</td>
<td>0.027</td>
<td>0.126/0.000</td>
<td>45.6/12/0.000*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gf</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Age</td>
<td>–0.138*</td>
<td>0.040</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.162</td>
<td>2.9/3/0.398</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>0.346*</td>
<td>0.035</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.162</td>
<td>2.9/3/0.398</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FTP</td>
<td>–0.098*</td>
<td>0.042</td>
<td>0.020</td>
<td>0.162/0.000</td>
<td>45.6/12/0.000*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 SHH-Q Novelty</td>
<td>0.134*</td>
<td>0.061</td>
<td>0.022</td>
<td>0.162/0.000</td>
<td>45.6/12/0.000*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHH-Q Body</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.057</td>
<td>0.998</td>
<td>0.162/0.000</td>
<td>45.6/12/0.000*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHH-Q Work</td>
<td>0.112</td>
<td>0.058</td>
<td>0.055</td>
<td>0.162/0.000</td>
<td>45.6/12/0.000*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHH-Q Life Goals</td>
<td>–0.110*</td>
<td>0.043</td>
<td>0.010</td>
<td>0.162/0.000</td>
<td>45.6/12/0.000*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stepwise latent regression models for physical fitness</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fitness</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Age</td>
<td>–0.084*</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.854</td>
<td>0.2/1/0.616</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.022</td>
<td>0.464</td>
<td>0.854/0.000</td>
<td>0.2/1/0.616</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>–0.810*</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.854</td>
<td>0.2/1/0.616</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FTP</td>
<td>0.038</td>
<td>0.024</td>
<td>0.994</td>
<td>0.854/0.000</td>
<td>0.2/1/0.616</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 SHH-Q Novelty</td>
<td>0.058</td>
<td>0.043</td>
<td>0.145</td>
<td>0.856/0.002</td>
<td>0.2/1/0.616</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHH-Q Body</td>
<td>0.030</td>
<td>0.041</td>
<td>0.564</td>
<td>0.856/0.002</td>
<td>0.2/1/0.616</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHH-Q Work</td>
<td>–0.020</td>
<td>0.038</td>
<td>0.563</td>
<td>0.856/0.002</td>
<td>0.2/1/0.616</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHH-Q Life Goals</td>
<td>–0.006</td>
<td>0.028</td>
<td>0.820</td>
<td>0.856/0.002</td>
<td>0.2/1/0.616</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
demonstrated that significant variance is captured only by the SHH-Q itself over and above the FTP scores (table 1b). In contrast, the FTP scale did not show reliable associations with any of the cognitive or health-related factors, and did not predict any additional variance in these constructs beyond the SHH-Q (table 1b).

**Discussion**

The purpose of this study was to introduce the SHH-Q as a new self-report measure of future time perspectives pertaining to specific aspects of an active lifestyle. We were able to validate that the SHH-Q consists of four correlated but distinct subscales: Novelty, Body, Work, and Life Goals. The superior fit of the four-factor model relative to three-factor and one-factor models shows that these four subscales constitute distinct dimensions of future time perspectives.

The FTP scale correlated moderately with each of the four dimensions of the SHH-Q. However, in contrast to the SHH-Q, the FTP scale did not show any statistically reliable associations with objective measures of cognition or somatic health. This finding underscores the superior content validity of the SHH-Q as a novel instrument for assessing individuals’ time perspectives on being physically fit and cognitively active in the future.

The SHH-Q items related to novelty versus bodily fitness formed two separate subscales, and these subscales showed differential associations with objective measures of memory and health. Specifically, SEM regression analyses revealed that higher scores on the SHH-Q Novelty dimension were associated with higher EM performance, whereas higher scores on the SHH-Q Body dimension were associated with better MetS. Thus, the self-perceived time perspectives on being cognitively and physically active show domain-specific, selective associations with concurrently assessed markers of cognition and health. Clearly, a unidimensional omnibus measure of future time perspective such as the FTP is not well suited to capture these differential associations.

The association between the Novelty dimension of future time perspectives and EM functioning is conceptually important, given that EM contributes to exploring novel environments (e.g. [36–39]). This association certainly merits further investigation at behavioral and neural levels of analysis. In neural terms, the goal-directed and motivated exploration of environments is assumed to depend on brain circuitry that includes medial temporal structures, such as the hippocampus, and also the basal ganglia [6–8, 40–43]. Several components of this network show age-related decline in normal aging [44–47], and we would like to propose that this decline might narrow the subjective experience of future time horizons. Obviously, structural and functional brain imaging data are needed to corroborate this claim. One prediction emanating from our line of reasoning is that the Novelty dimension of the SHH-Q is related to the functional and structural

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dependent variables</th>
<th>Predictors</th>
<th>Coefficients</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>R2/R2 change</th>
<th>Incremental validitya,b, χ2/d.f./p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stepwise latent regression models for MetS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MetS</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Age</td>
<td>–0.085*</td>
<td>0.038</td>
<td>0.024</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>–0.080*</td>
<td>0.038</td>
<td>0.036</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>–0.339*</td>
<td>0.051</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>FTP</td>
<td>–0.077*</td>
<td>0.039</td>
<td>0.047</td>
<td>0.251/0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>SHH-Q Novelty</td>
<td>0.199*</td>
<td>0.060</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.296/0.045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SHH-Q Body</td>
<td>–0.230*</td>
<td>0.056</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SHH-Q Work</td>
<td>0.034</td>
<td>0.058</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SHH-Q Life Goals</td>
<td>–0.021</td>
<td>0.040</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Stepwise regression model for three outcome measures: cognition, fitness, and metabolic status (MetS). Each model shows the final results after a series of three stepwise regression models including (1) covariates: age, education, and gender, (2) the Future Time Perspective (FTP) score, and (3) all four SHH-Q composite scores. * p < 0.05, significant difference. Incremental validity is used to determine whether entering FTP first and SHH-Q second increases the predictive ability of the dependent variables of each model by applying a χ2 difference test. Incremental validity values are equal for all three cognitive factors because they are based on the same model. SE = Standard error; χ2 = Chi-square statistics; d.f. = degrees of freedom; p = probability value.
integrity of brain regions that support the encoding of novel information into EM.

Unlike SHH-Q Novelty, the SHH-Q Body dimension showed unique associations with metabolic health status. This correlational dissociation suggests that imagining oneself exploring novel environments may differ in important ways from imagining oneself as being physically active. Physical activity can be carried out in a familiar environment; hence, its future time perspective may be more strongly rooted in current bodily health than in the ability to simulate the future. Exploring these differences in neural and somatic correlates in greater detail is an important avenue for future research.

Limitations

The present study has a number of limitations. First and foremost, its results are based on cross-sectional observations that do not provide direct information about individual differences in change. Second, the discriminant validity of the Work and Life Goals subscales remains to be examined more closely in future analyses. Specifically, the lack of significant associations of the Work and Life Goals subscales with measures of health and cognition requires further investigation, and the putative associations of these two subscales with socioeconomic and social factors, which were not fully explored in the present study, need to be examined in greater detail.

Third, for practical reasons, the health variables included in the present study had all been collected more than a year before the cognitive assessment and administration of the SHH-Q took place. It is likely that this time lag reduced the strength of associations between the SHH-Q subscales and the factors of somatic health.

Fourth, psychological research has shown that future time perspectives are closely linked to individual differences in motivation and goal pursuit (e.g. [25, 48, 49]). These associations, which would help to get a better sense of the psychological mechanisms involved in responding to SHH-Q items, need to be examined more carefully in future work.

In the present analyses, responses to SHH-Q items that implied a zero or negative time perspective were set to missing, primarily to avoid a bimodal distribution of response scores at the item level. However, such responses may be of interest in their own right, given that the respondent may express the view that the time horizon for the activity in question is about to end right now (i.e. a zero score) or has expired a number of years ago (i.e. a negative score). Relating these responses to motivational variables may help to shed light on this issue.

Finally, it needs to be kept in mind that BASE-II involves a convenience sample [22]. As a partial remedy to this limitation, BASE-II has been linked to data from the German Socio-Economic Panel (SOEP), which uses a far more representative sampling scheme than BASE-II. Systematic comparisons of BASE-II data with SOEP data allow for estimates of selection bias, and offer statistical tools for bias correction. As research with the SHH-Q unfolds in the context of BASE-II and in other studies, issues of selective sampling, replicability, and generalizability need to be addressed.

Conclusion

The results of the present study indicate that the future time perspectives of older adults are not unidimensional. Instead, people differ in the expected temporal extension of activities related to novelty, bodily fitness, occupational goals as well as overall goals in life. The SHH-Q captures these four dimensions of individuals’ future time perspective in a psychometrically valid manner. Future research needs to explore the links of each of these four facets of future time perspective to behavior, specific aspects of brain integrity, and bodily health, and the differential modulation of these links by socioeconomic factors. In particular, longitudinal observations and experimental interventions are needed to probe the psychological mechanisms underlying the construction of future time perspectives, and the embedding of these mechanisms into biological and social systems of influence.
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